Abstract-As one of the renewable energy, the absorption and utilization of wave energy is always an important research field home and abroad, and energy absorption efficiency is the key. A wave energy absorption system based on inertial pendulum is presented, and dynamics equations are established. Artificial Neural network with learning rate adaptation is adopted to model in time domain. The results obtained by simulation software and by BP neural network are compared, which validate the method used to be correct and make basis on future research.
I. Introduction
Ocean is with a vast territory, and among which there is huge sea wave energy. As a renewable energy, wave energy has a prodigious development potential, and on national security, use of the earth's resources and scientific research, environmental monitoring, research and utilization of marine resources in both the present and the future are no doubt a very important strategic position. In recent years, with the impact of ocean on human society is growing, and the role ocean play on national security and economic is more important, marine unmanned system and autonomous system has become a frontier research area with strategic significance. Thus energy supply of marine unmanned autonomous system has become a new frontier technology. Currently, the utilization and research on ocean wave energy are mainly based on the way of onshore or anchoring, and the research of utilizing wave energy on artificial underwater carrier has been applied, such as a docking system developed by the AUV Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which can support the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) to exchange power and data, and to transfer energy [1] . In 1997, sea trials of this system were done, and the results demonstrated that the maximum energy transfer rate of this system was estimated to be 80% [2] . In 2001, A. Maridan et al completed sea trials of their docking system for AUV, this trial mainly aimed at the complex task of docking an AUV, and the conversion efficiency was not mentioned [3] .
Currently, there are some common problems in power used in artificial marine mobile systems (such as underwater vehicle, AUV et al), such as one-time energy, complex and difficult energy supplement et al, which make severe restriction but in marine system's autonomous task and duration time, also in research progress and application of artificial marine system. Ocean energy is one of the key technologies of unmanned and autonomous system, and autonomous power supplement technologies have been paid more attention to by researchers home and abroad. And AUV droved by solar energy and temperature difference energy come out one after the other [4] , which produce new technical approaches for autonomous power supplement of ocean artificial system.
Aiming at solving problem of the autonomous power absorption of artificial load underwater, a new method faced on autonomous power supplement of small artificial ocean system is presented, and the energy absorption mechanism, based on inertial pendulum, is adopted. Meanwhile, the relative kinematics and dynamics model are gained, and a method based on adaptive learning rate BP network is adopted for modeling accurate mathematical model of wave energy absorption efficiency. The numerical results of wave energy absorption efficiency about inertial pendulum system gained by dynamics software and dynamics equations are trained by BP network, and an accurate mathematical model is gained, which will produce an effective theory analysis method and mathematical basis for further structure design and realization of inertial pendulum wave energy absorption structure.
II. Modeling of inertial pendulum system
The pendulum without friction, in general mean, will reciprocate under the effect of gravity. If an outside excitation acts on the pendulum and makes it move, an inertial pendulum system is formed. And if the reciprocation of wave _____________________________ 978-1-4244-4738-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE is used as outside excitation to drive the load with inertial pendulum to move, the inertial pendulum will move too. The movement of inertial pendulum is converted into usable mechanical energy, and the wave energy can be absorbed and utilized.
A mechanical design of inertial pendulum based upon idea above is proposed to absorb wave energy, and the diagram of this system is shown in Fig.1 . Suppose that an inertial pendulum with a mass and multi-DOF is installed in a load with a mass m M , and the whole system is ensured to float near the water surface. Besides gravity and buoyancy, the force on the system is mainly wave force. Under the action of wave force, the load will move with wave, and the velocity and acceleration of load are produced, and then the hydrodynamic forces are produced too.
To gain the circumstance of inertial pendulum absorbing wave energy, dynamics equations and kinetic equations of total system under wave force should be modeled first. Then, an entity model can be established in dynamics simulation software to know circumstance of energy obtained by inertial pendulum inner.
According to the rigid body dynamics modeling method, and underwater carrier kinematics equations are set up. ( 2 2 (1)
Where, is mass of system, , and are rotational inertia of three axis respectively, , ) is the coordinate of mass centre of system. Because of the moving pendulum, coordinate of mass centre of system is changeable.
are the resultant force (or moment) acting on carrier, and which should meet follow:
Where, and denote the hydrodynamic force and wave force on carrier.
Besides, the dynamics equations can be gained as follow:
are horizontal rolling angle, yaw angle and pitching angle, respectively.
is the relative position of mass centre of system and ground coordinates. D and E is incidence angle and sideslip angle of system, is the velocity vector of system, i.e., the velocity of system coordinates origin.
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Only the moving circumstance of system under the initial velocity being zero is analyzed, and the influence of wave forces and hydrodynamic forces are the only facts being considered. Then, the movement velocity, movement displacement and the energy being absorbed of inertial pendulum can all be gained, while the equation of inertial pendulum need not being established again.
III. BP network modelling of wave inertial pendulum

A. Several Definitions
To analyse and study the energy absorption efficiency of inertial pendulum, the following definitions are made:
Capture width ratio (K ): ratio of average energy obtained by system in one wave period to the average wave energy in the same width.
Energy absorption ratio ( r K ): ratio of average energy obtained by inertial pendulum in one wave period to the average energy obtained by system.
Energy absorption efficiency ( E ):
As all know, the average wave energy of units' horizontal Carrier area can be described by:
where, U is the consistency of liquid, is H the height of wave (wave peak to wave valley), and g is the gravity acceleration.Thus, the average wave energy in system horizontal area can be gained by (3).
Energy absorption efficiency E is a very important parameter, which decides the performance of system. It has been proved that under the same wave condition, with different radius of external carrier and mass of pendulum, the capture width ratio and energy absorption ratio may be different. On the other hand, with save carrier condition and different wave angle and wave frequency the energy absorption efficiency of pendulum will also major changes. From (1), can be known that the dynamics equations are strong nonlinear and coupling. So, it will be difficult to gain capture width ratio and energy absorption ratio of system through dynamics equations at time domain. Besides, it will also be more difficult to gain the movement circumstance of inner inertial pendulum by dynamics equations modelled, so the energy absorption circumstance is. Thus, based on dynamics equation established as (1), the dynamics simulation software is introduced to obtain movement and energy absorption circumstance of internal inertial pendulum. Through modelling in software many times, capture width ratio and energy absorption ratio of system with different radius, different mass ratio of inner inertial pendulum and external carrier, different wave angle and different wave frequency can be gained, and energy absorption efficiency can be calculated. But it is so difficult and a thing wasting time to describe the relations of (1) and to model one by one when the condition of system changes. Therefore, a mathematical model of energy absorption efficiency E should be established.
B. Modeling of inertial pendulum in dynamics simulation software
An entity model can be established in dynamics simulation software based on fig. 2 . And in order to be advantageous for the research, makes the following supposition: first, the fluid is the ideal and incompressible, and the campaign is irrotational; second, wave depth is infinite and belongs to the micro wave; third, the effect produced by object' exist can not be considered; forth, the inner air resistance and fiction force of object underwater can be neglected; finally, the system moves with wave.
To describe (1) in simulation software accurately, not only the relative force, velocity and mass centre et al variables should be added to, but also many other variables should be established as shown in fig. 2. From fig. 2 can be seen that it has been very complex to model under one of system conditions and any wave condition, and to model under many system conditions and wave conditions will be more difficult. A BP network facing the different carrier condition has been studied in literature [5] , and a accurate result is obtained. Because of the randomness of wave, the carrier under wave force and relative hydrodynamic force will change the movement direction. Even if with the same wave height, if there are different wave frequency and wave angle, the energy obtained by inertial pendulum will be much different. Thus, it is necessary to establish a model with same carrier and pendulum condition while different wave frequency and different wave angle. Researches has indicated that a network with deviation , at least one hidden layer of S-type and a linear output layer can approximate to any rational function [6] . Based on this, a BP neural network with three layers (as shown in fig. 3 ) is selected, which includes one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. When carrier is in certain conditions and the wave height is same, the factors impacting energy absorption of pendulum are major wave frequency and wave angle. Then, there are two nodes in input layer of BP network.
Input layer includes a two-dimensional vector, namely ; where, ] , [ X n n n T Z Z is the wave frequency, and T is the wave angle. The output layer contains an element, which is the energy absorption efficiency of pendulum, namely
. Besides, hyperbolic function S is adopted as input layer function and linear function is adopted as the output layer function. Therefore, the final output function should be as follow:
Hidden layer Output layer Gradient descent algorithm is usually adopted in conventional BP network, which only search along the negative gradient direction and can be led into local minimum value of network easier. At the same time, because of the fixed rate being adopted, the entire network convergence speed is very slow. Learning rate decides the weight variation produced in every training cycle, and bigger learning rate may result in an unstable system, on the other hand, smaller learning rate will lead longer training time and lower convergence speed. Thus, BP network with learning rate adaptation method is presented to adjust the study rate automatically during train. The concrete idea is: an initial step is set first, then to check whether the error function is lowered by modified weight. If answer is affirmative, the learning rate is low, and should be increased .If it is negative, it has been stressed and should be reduced. The adjustment equation of adaptive learning rate is as follow [7] :
where, K is learning rate, is training times, and is the accumulated sum-square error.
IV. Simulation results
Suppose that the wave height, the radius of carrier and the mass ratio of pendulum and carrier are unchanged. Then, change wave frequency and wave angle respectively, and observe the change of energy absorption ratio. Finally, the relative BP network is modeled.
Suppose that radius of carrier is 0.9065m, the mass ratio of pendulum and carrier is 0.4444, length of bar of inertial pendulum without respect to the mass is 0.3078m, the radius of bob is 0.2242m, and the wave average wave height is 2m. Based on the above conditions, a model of carrier as shown in fig.2 is modeled in simulation software. The wave frequencies are set to be 0.5rad/s, 0.75rad/s, 1rad/s, 1.25rad/s, 1.5rad/s, 1.75rad/s, 2rad/s and2.25rad/s. And the wave angles are set to be , , , and respectively. A set of training data is obtained, and the wave angle is described by radian. Parameters of BP network are set that display frequency is 10, max training number is 35000, max sum-square error is 0.001, and initial learning rate is 0.01. When training time reach 3707 and sum-square error is 0.000999937 training stops, and the variety of sum-square error and learning rate are shown as fig. 4 . Finally, the weight and threshold of input and output network are gained, respectively, as follow: From table II, what can be known is the average error rate of trained neural network reach to 0.0221, which indicates the neural network method and trained network can describe the circumstance of energy obtained of inertial pendulum very well, and researches of system with inertial pendulum can be done based on the network trained. Based on the network trained, a relation surface of wave frequency, wave angle and energy absorption efficiency of pendulum is formed (as shown in fig. 5 ), from which the result can be obtained that the max energy absorption ratio occurs when wave angel is and the wave frequency is in its max. Wave frequency (rad/s) Efficiency of inertial pendulum (%) Figure 5 . Relation surface of energy absorption efficiency V. Conclusions Through establishing the dynamics equations of inertial pendulum system and modeling entity model in simulation software, circumstances of energy obtained of pendulum and wave in different conditions are studied and then the energy absorption efficiency can be calculated. Then, based on data gained in different conditions, BP network is trained to gain the mathematical model of energy absorption efficiency. Finally, results gained by network trained are compared with test data obtained by simulation software, and the results proved the model is reliable, and which will provide a new validate modeling channel for future research of wave energy obtained automatically. Meanwhile, it will also lay foundations for future research energy obtained under different wave conditions. And it is needed to study energy absorption efficiency under different wave conditions further.
